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ode with a response time of a
few nanoseconds. It can be used
i n a photoconductive mode
where the current through it is
a function of light, or in a photovoltaic mode where the voltage across it is a function of
light (see Fig. 1).
Phototransistor*A transistor
whose base current is a function of light. The collector current is the base current times
the gain of the device. Response
time is a few microseconds.
Photodarlington. TWOtransistors i n the same package
connected in a Darlington configuration. The first transistor
is a phototransistor and the
second is a n ordinary transistor. Response time is tens to
hundreds of microseconds.
Detector area. The area (in
square inches or millimeters) of
the light-gathering detector.
Most PIN diodes have a plastic
case that acts as a simple lens
and provides a collection area of
0.01 to 0.025 square inches.
This area is impoftant when
you're calculating lens gain.
Blnvelrse squue law*This is the
"killer" in nearly all communications systems. Very simply
stated, it means that if you increase the distance between the
transmitter a n d the receiver,
the signal strength will drop in
proportion to the square of the
distance. For example, if you receive 9 microwatts of power
when the distance between the
transmitter and receiver is ten
feet, you will receive only 1 microwatt of power if you increase
the distance to thirty feet.
Badmpedaaace ampBSer. An
amplifier with a very low input
impedance. Sometimes called
current-to-voltage converters,
t h e s e special amplifiers a r e
often used i n optical systems
because their low impedance
load will ensure maximum current from a photodiode. They
can provide a bandwidth up to a
few hundred megahertz.
kens gdn. The ratio of the lens
area to the detector area. Since
the area of a lens is larger than
the area of the detector, more
i g h t is gathered by the lens.
Lens losses and focusing errors
(which together should be
about 15%)must be included in

FIG. I-A PHOTOSENSITIVE PlN diode
has a response time of just a few
nanoseconds.

FIG. 2-THE LIGHT FROM AN LED diverges or spreads out as it leaves the LED.
W lens will then collimate the light so that
it travels in parallel beams.

the raiio of the focal length to thidiarnePer. You can think of this as an optical
acceptance angle.

a rigorous calculation of lens
gain.
Infrmed. The region of the light
spectrum next to the color red
(about 800 nanometers). Most
infrared LED'S emit at either
880 nanometers or 940
nanometers. Most silicon detectors have their maximum response at about 900
nanometers. Infrared is used
because most red (visible light)
LED'S have trouble producing a
half a milliwatt of power, while
many iR LED2 have a n output
of 10 milliwatts or more.
Collimate. To d i r e c t i n a
straight line. When light from a
source travels in parallel beams

instead of a divergent cone, it is
said to be collimated. Although
you can't form a truly collimated
beam, the lens on the transmitter attempts to do that (see Fig.
2).
Divergence. The "spreading
out" of a n optical beam. In other
words, a divergent beam is the
opposite of a collimated beam.
All optical beams diverge, some
more than others. If you could
form a beam with zero divergence (you can't), it would not
obey the inverse square law. In
other words, you could send
your beam a n infinite distance
because the energy wouldn't
spread out. Laser beams have
small divergence c o m p a r e d
with other light sources. Spot
lights are built to have a small
amount of divergence, whereas
flood lights are built to have a
great deal of divergence (seeFig.
2).
Responsi~tyy
A measure of the
relationship between the optical and the electrical signal of
a detector. A rule of thumb for
PIN diodes is 0.4 to 0.6 amps
per watt. This means that if 1
milliwatt of light strikes a PIN
diode, a current of 0.4 to 0.6
milliamps will flow through the
diode. To put that in perspective, Air Hop will work at levels
of about 100 picoamps of current or about 200 picowatts of
optical power.
AC and DC light. If you pulse a n
LED on and off it becomes a n
AC-light source. If you simply
apply DC though it, it becomes
a DC-light source. This concept
is important because most light
sources contain some AC and
some DC light. Normal tungsten-filament light bulbs contain a lot of DC and some AC
light (because of the thermal
time constant of a hot filament).
The s u n contains a lot of DC
and a lot of AC. Fluorescent
lights contain some DC and a
lot of AC. The only reason that
this is important is that if you
build a DC-coupled optical receiver and operate it outdoors
where there is a lot of sunlight,
the receiver can easily "saturate" and your AC signal will not
be amplified correctly. Some
kind of "light shield," such a s
those that are used on some

camera lenses, will help. That's
why the Air Hop uses an ACcoupled detector.
f naamber OP Hens speed. In
lenses, the ratio of the focal
length to the diameter is called
the "f'number (f = Wd). The
smaller the number, the "faster"
and more expensive the lens. It
is convenient to think of this as
a n optical "acceptance" angle
(see Fig. 3). This will be important in choosing the transmitter's collimating lens. In cameras, where the focal length is
fixed, a lens with a larger diameter t h a n another lens h a s a
smaller "f' number, and is said
to be faster. That's because the
larger lens gathers more light
and the shutter can be set to a
faster speed than the smaller
lens. Table 1 shows f numbers
vs. acceptance angles.
Thermd noise. Although thermal noise is not applicable to
optical devices such as lenses,
the electronic performance of
your optical system will be limited by thermal noise. Thermal
noise zs caused in an electrical
device by the random movement of molecules. The thermal
current noise ji,] of a resistor is
given by:
(i,)2 = 46igBiR
where
K = Boltzmann's consiane ( 1.38
x
T = temperature in Kelvin (300)
B = bandwidth in Hertz
W = resistance in ohms
A 300K resistor operated at
near room temperature in a receiver with 2 bandwidth of 20
kilohertz will have a thermal
noise current of 33 picoamps
Although 33 pieoamps might
not sound like a lot of current,
the noise it will cause at the output of the transimpedance amplifier will be about 10 microvolts (WS).Converting to peakto-peak noise grves about 60 microvolts peak-to-peak.
In the Air Hop, the only amplifier between the transimpedance amplifier a n d the comparator is a differential amplifier with a gain of about 50.
That amglifles the 60 rnicrovolts of nolse a n d produces
about 3 millivolts of noise at the
output of the optical amplifier.
Actma? measurements showed 5

millivolts of noise. That is reasonable because there are other
noise-producing devices in the
system such a s the current
noise of the first transistor. Although every transistor produces some noise, the first one
produces more because of its
higher signal amplification.
One reason it's important to
present equations like this is
that they give us insight into
system improvement. If there
were no noise, virtually unlimited d i s t a n c e s could b e
achieved. However, when the
strength of the signal is less
than the noise, we're out of
luck. We can control temperature to some extent, and the

,

equation shows that at a lower
temperature, the noise is lower.
But lowering the temperature of
the transimpedance resistor
even by 100 degrees Kelvin will
decrease the noise power only
by a factor of about 1.2.
If a system requires only a
small amount of bandwidth,
say a few hertz, a s in a television
remote control, we could decrease the bandwidth from 20
kilohertz to 20 Hertz a n d decrease the noise by a factor of
about 30. Even with the inverse
square law working against us,
that would improve the range by
a factor of about 5. Such a bandwidth reduction would require
a good tunable filter, but it certainly can be done. Of course,
audio signals sent over a link
with a 20-Hertz b a n d w i d t h
wouldn't be recognizable a s audio. It would, however, permit
Morse-code communication.
Ph~todetector.Any device that
can convert light into a n electrical signal. Phototransistors,
photo SCR's, phototriacs photocells, solar cells, a n d photodiodes are all examples. Even
photoresistors and thermocouples can be loosely considered as
forms of photodetectors.
Phototransistors a n d photodarlington detectors are often
used to detect light. Both work
well if you don't require high
speed. Typical phototransistor
rise and falls times are 1 to 5
microseconds; for Darlingtons
they are hundreds of microseconds. In electronics t h a t is
equivalent to measuring bandwidth with a stop watch and a
calendar, respectively.
The author prefers to use PIN
diodes in the photoconductive
mode a s detectors. Rather than
being limited by the gain and
bandwidth of a phototransistor,
PIN'Sgive u s the choice of both
by allowing u s to design our
own amplifiers. PIN diodes are
also very "quiet." Their noise is
almost unmeasureable.
LED'S. A light-emitting diode is
a semiconductor device that
emits light when forward biased. You would t h i n k t h a t
choosing an LED for a system
such as this would be a simple
matter, b u t it's not. Characteristics such a s power output,
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wavelength, speed, and beam
angle all come into play.
T h e first consideration is
usually the power output. However, if you can't get the power
i n t o your l e n s , it's simply
wasted, and if it's at the wrong
wavelength, your detector won't
see it.
Wavelength is important. The
most widely used wavelengths
for infrared devices ar? 8 8 0
nanometers and 940
nanometers. The first choice is
to find a detector and emitter
t h a t m a t c h . We u s e d 9 4 0
nanometers, which is further
into the infrared t h a n 880.
Many detectors made for 940
nanometers have a built-in visible-light filter. Filters are not
often put on the 880-nanometer
devices because t h a t wavelength is near the visible spectrum and such a narrow filter
would be difficult to produce in
large quantities.
If you wish to produce a hundred thousand Air Hop systems
with optics, you would want to
buy emitters with wide but uniform beams. Then vou would
have a custom l e n i designed
and produced at a small cost in
plastic material. That would
produce t h e most uniform
beam and would be reproducible in large quantities. In applications such as remote control, you might want to use a n
emitter or many emitters to
"flood" a n area. In that case, you
would want a n emitter with a
wide beam.
If, on the other hand, you're
just trying to see how far you
can "air hop" a signal, you will
w a n t something totally different. Narrow beam angles are
necessary for efficient coupling
to a n off-the-shelf lens. As a
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matter of fact, choosing the
smallest beam angle available
will save money when it comes
to buying a lens. The smallest
easily obtainable beam angle for
a n LED is about 20 degrees.
When a manufacturer specifies
that angle, he really means a
"half angle" of 20 degrees, or a
solid cone of 40 degrees.
The angle also specifies the
half-power point. For example,
if a manufacturer specifies 5
milliwatts and a beam angle of
20 degrees, that means that if
you can capture all of the power
contained in a 40-degree cone,
you will get 2.5 milliwatts of optical power. In any case, purchase a n LED with a small beam
angle, as much power as possible, and a reasonable speed.
Lenses. Lenses are to the optical world what antennas are
the world of RE The importance
of even simple lenses cannot be
over emphasized. If any highfrequency RF engineer could
build a n antenna with 60 dB of
gain for less than ten dollars, we
would see a lot of happy FW engineers! Since the o ~ t i c a world
l
deals with very &mall wavelengths, 60 dB (a gain of 1000)
is certainly possible.
Although at first it might be
hard to believe, the size of the
lens on the receiver is very important, but on the transmitter
it isn't. That's because at the receiveryou are trying to intercept
a s much light as possible, so the
larger the lens, the better. The

FIG. 4--THE AIR HOP IS BUILT FROM THREE MODULES:an FM transmitter, an optical
amplifier, and an FM demodulator.

purpose of the lens at the transmitter is to collimate the beam,
so any lens with the right "f"
number will work.
The "speed" of a lens, also
called the "f' number, should be
familiar to anyone with photography a s a hobby. It's a measure of the angle of acceptance
of a lens. On the transmitting
end, any light from the LED that

FIG. 5-FM TRANSMITTER MODULE. It provides a microphone amplifier and FM
modulator.

some different size lenses. The
calculations a s s u m e t h a t n o
light is absorbed or reflected by
the lens, and the detector is at
the exact focal point of the lens.
Those asumptions are certainly
not true. Even fine-quality camera lenses, which are coated
with anti-reflective coatings, do
not pass 100 percent of the
light. There's plenty of room
here for experimentation. Some
crude experiments showed
about 85% of the theoretical
gain.

F M transmitter

doesn't stay within that cone is
lost. A 50-milliwatt LED will be
of no value if the light "sprays"
out at 90 degrees-any light
that can't be coupled into the
lens is lost.
The gain of a lens is basically
the ratio of the area of the lens to
the area of the detector. For example, the area of most PIN diodes is about 0.01 square inch.
The area of a 2-inch diameter

lens is 3.14 s q u a r e iriches.
Therefore, the gain of a 2-inch
lens is about 3,1410.01 or 314.
Remember that this amplifier
(the lens) consumes no power,
has (for our purposes) infinite
bandwidth, and adds no noise
to the signal. A device of this
kind i n t h e electrical world
would be nothing short of a miracle.
Table 2 shows the gain for

The Air Hop i s built from
three modules. The first module
is the FM transmitter. 'Ityo other
modules (the optical amplifier
and FM demodulator) comprise
the receiver. A block diagram of
the system is shown in Fig. 4.
The FM transmitter module,
shown in Fig. 5, provides a microphone amplifiei- (Q1 and Q2)
and a n FM modulator built from
a 555 timer (IC1).There are two
adjustments, one for the FM
center frequency (R11) and one
for the amount of deviation
(R4). Resistor R1 is for microphones that require a n external
power source, such a s a n electret type. For a n external audio
source, the input must be limited to a few millivolts.
The output of IC1 (pin 3) is
adjusted via R11 so that the frequency is 5 0 kHz (20 ,microseconds). The output of the 555
can be frequency modulated by
applying the upper trip-point
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